Abstract: Memory testing in general, and DRAM testing in particular, has become greatly dependent on the modification of stresses (timing, temperature and voltages) 
Introduction
Memory testing has seen a continued growth in complexity in the past decade, due to the need to detect many newly observed subtle types of faulty behavior. The extent of this increase in test complexity is most apparently reflected in the extensive employment of stress (ST) modifications, such as timing, temperature and voltages, to increase the effectiveness of test patterns. STs today are considered as an integral part of any modern industrial memory test, used either to ensure a higher fault coverage of a given test, or to target specific failure mechanisms not detected at nominal operational conditions [Falter00] .
From a theoretical point of view, STs have always been considered necessary in the context of validating the specifications, where proper functionality of the memory is examined across the operational range specified in the data sheets [vdGoor98] . It has not yet been theoretically justified, however, why it would be necessary sometimes to apply far more stressful STs than the specifications allow, STs that bring the memory very close to total operational failure.
This paper defines a new class of memory faults, soft faults, based on a special classification of memory faults that identifies specific fault related voltage ranges within a faulty memory cell. The new fault class identifies the underlying fundamental reasons for using STs in memory testing, and makes it possible to analyze the types of STs needed for a specific defect.
Section 2 introduces a classification of memory faults and defines the concept of soft faults. To appreciate the importance of soft faults, Section 3 derives their relative probability in DRAMs and compares it with that in SRAMs. Section 4 discusses ways for detecting soft faults and describes the way they are related to STs. The concepts presented in the paper are then validated, using defect injection and electrical simulation of a memory model in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 ends with the conclusions.
Types of memory faults
In this section, basic aspects of DRAM operation are discussed first, followed by defining three different classes of DRAM faults.
Basic DRAM functionality
As shown in Figure 1 (a), a DRAM cell consists of an access transistor controlled by a word line (WL), which connects a bit line (BL) with a cell capacitor. A DRAM cell stores its logic value in a leaky storage capacitor, a fact that results in the gradual loss of the stored charge in the capacitor. In order to store data in a DRAM for a long period of time, the stored data in the cell needs to be refreshed regularly to prevent the total depletion of stored information. There are many causes of leakage current, some pull the cell voltage up, while others pull the cell voltage down, so that the net voltage change within the cell is determined by the net effect of all active leakage mechanisms for a given memory cell [Keshavarzi97] .
Directly after a write operation, the voltage in the capacitor should be set to a high (or a low) enough level that allows enough time before the stored voltage is completely destroyed by leakage. Therefore, it is possible to divide stored cell voltages into three different regions (see Figure 1(a) ). The "1" region directly after performing a write 1 operation, the "0" region directly after performing a write 0, and the "faulty" region directly after performing a faulty write 1 or 0 operation. The logic 1 region extends from the 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 11 "0" we assume that in a defect free memory the following volt-
In a defective memory, however, these values change according to the type and severity of the defect. Assume that a defective memory cell has a net leakage current that pulls the cell voltage down, then the voltage ranges corresponding to a stored logic 0 and stored logic 1, directly after performing a write operation, are shown in Figure 1(b) . The figure shows that, in addition to the region of proper operation, there are three faulty regions: the hard fault region, the soft fault region and the transient fault region. In the following each of the three types of faults is described in more detail.
Hard faults
Hard faults are memory faults that do not depend on time in any way, neither for sensitization nor for detection. Figure 1(b) shows the range of hard fault voltages directly after performing a write operation on a DRAM cell, having a net leakage current to GND. The voltage level Î × is the cell sense threshold voltage, above which the sense amplifier detects a stored logic 1, and below which the sense amplifier detects a stored 0. Therefore, in the column representing logic 1 in the figure, any voltage below Î × is considered as a hard fault voltage since it can be directly detected as 0 by a read operation. In the column representing logic 0 in the figure, the hard fault range is between Î and Î , since it takes more time than the refresh time to deplete the faulty charge in the cell to a detectable 0.
A more formal definition of hard faults can be given using the fault primitive (FP) notation used to describe faults in memory devices. For the SRAM cell, the open defect at the gate of the pull-down transistor causes a down-transition fault ( ½Û¼ ½ ) when the open resistance has a high value [Hamdioui02] . This type of fault is operation related (a write operation in this case) and will always be sensitized once the faulty operation is performed.
Soft faults
Soft faults are memory faults sensitized not only by the sequence of memory operations used in the test, but also by time. Figure 2 is located at the gate of the pull-down transistor, a defect position that (in combination with a low floating gate voltage) degrades the ability of GND to compensate for leakage currents through the pull-up transistors. Therefore, a stored 0 voltage on the defective side of the cell will be gradually degraded through leakage, until the cell flips and looses its stored voltage a while later. This faulty behavior is referred to as data retention fault, and has the FP notation
Transient faults
Transient faults are memory faults that do not remain sensitized indefinitely, but they tend to correct themselves after a period of time. Transient faults have already been treated in the literature [Al-Ars01b], and are tested for by performing a detecting read operation directly after sensitizing the transient fault. 
Significance of soft faults
In this section, the probability of occurrence of soft faults is calculated for DRAMs and compared with that observed for SRAMs. In the case of SRAMs, the only type of soft fault known to take place is modeled as data retention faults, and therefore a calculation of the probability of data retention faults in SRAMs is equal to the probability of soft faults. A study of Intel's embedded SRAM caches analyzed the occurrence probability of common fault models for SRAMs, using spot defect injection and electrical simulation [Hamdioui02] . The study shows that, although soft faults (represented by data retention faults in SRAMs) are indeed observed in the faulty behavior, the probability that they actually take place is as low as ¼ ½± of all the faults observed in the faulty behavior of the SRAM.
Unfortunately, there is no study of DRAMs to identify the occurrence probability of soft faults, but it is possible to approximate this probability for a specific memory model having the DRAM cell open shown in Figure 3(a) . The open resistance (Ê ÓÔ ) in the figure consists of the track resistance (Ê ØÖ ) of the conductive path within the cell, in addition to a resistive deviation (¡Ê) related to the parameter distribution of the fabrication process. voltage curve), which shows that as ¡Ê increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to sense a 0. In addition, the figure plots the Î curve (the border high voltage curve), which keeps a constant distance from the Î × curve. Three voltage regions are identified in the figure, corresponding to hard faults, soft faults and no faults, where a net leakage current to GND is assumed in the cell (see Figure 1 kª, the probability of the soft fault region is the sum of the probability of the region part to the left of´½µÛ½ where Î = 1.4 V, plus the region part to the right of´½µÛ½. This is calculated as follows: 
These results closely represent DRAM fail count numbers acquired from industrial manufacturing data. The probabilities indicate that soft faults are by far the most probable type of faulty behavior, at least for cell opens in DRAMs with the simulated behavior of Figures 4(a) and (b). Comparing the high probability of soft faults for DRAMs (½¼¼±) with that for SRAMs (¼ ½±) highlights the fact that soft faults are much more important for DRAMs than they are for SRAMs.
Testing for soft faults
This section discusses how soft faults are usually tested for in SRAMs and in DRAMs.
DFT for SRAM testing
For some specific types of defects and with specific resistance ranges, SRAMs suffer from soft faults represented by data retention faults, which get sensitized by waiting for some time. Traditionally, these defects have been tested for by tests that simply wait for some time after a 1 is written and after a 0 is written, before reading the written data. The following is one such test referred to as the IFA-9 scheme [Dekker90] :
IFA-9 = Ñ´Û¼µ ¶´Ö¼ Û ½µ ¶´Ö½ Û ¼µ ·´Ö¼ Û ½µ ·´Ö½ Û¼µ Del Ñ´Ö¼ Û ½µ Del Ñ´Ö½µ where Del in the test stands for waiting for a specific amount of time, which is in the order of 100 milliseconds.
Since testing should take place on each and every memory component, and because there are typically hundreds of millions of memory components produced per month, test time is considered a major bottleneck for memory manufacturing. Therefore, soft faults are usually given special attention and solved by the introduction of DFT techniques. The DFT technique introduced to solve the problem of data retention faults in SRAMs is called "Weak Write Test Mode", where special "weak RAM write" circuits are used to weakly overwrite a previously written logic value, such that only defective cells are overwritten [Meixner96] . Subsequently, a read operation directly identifies the overwritten cells without the need to introduce any explicit delays into the test.
Stresses for DRAM testing
As discussed in Section 3, soft faults are much more important for DRAMs than they are for SRAMs, since they make up a large portion of the faults taking place in DRAMs. Soft faults in DRAMs are caused by almost any defect present in the memory, a fact that makes it costly to design a DFT solution for each and every possible DRAM defect. Therefore, DRAM tests today commonly resort to the modification of stresses (STs), which generally include cycle time Ø Ý , temperature Ì , and Î , to eliminate the soft fault problem [Vollrath00] .
These STs can be used to bring a faulty memory closer to failure in order to induce a (directly detectable) hard or transient fault in a defective memory that exhibits soft faulty behavior. Figure 5(a) shows how the maximum voltage achievable by a Û½ operation performed on a cell containing GND (Î Û½ ) decreases gradually by decreasing the access time to the memory cell. When timing is significantly shortened by aggressively driving it below the boundaries set in the specifications, all cells (functional and defective) are brought closer to failure, and are actually forced to fail when Î Û½ Î × . Figure 5(b) shows a similar dependence on timing for Û¼ operations performed on cells containing Î , with the exception that here transient faults are forced and not hard faults.
When an ST is selected to eliminate the soft fault problem of a specific defect, it should satisfy two conditions. 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 voltage Correct 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 1) It is necessary that the ST is able to force a directly detectable fault in any defective cell, no matter how minor the defect is, which can only be achieved by bringing even functional cells to the verge of failure. STs able to achieve this for a given defect are called decisive STs for the considered defect, while STs that only influence, but do not force detectable faults are called indecisive STs for that defect.
2) The degradation in functionality induced by the decisive ST should take place gradually in such a way that badly defective cells are killed first and functional cells are killed last. These STs are referred to as continuously decisive STs.
It follows directly from this discussion that:
It is sufficient to identify only one continuously decisive stress for a given defect in order to eliminate soft faults from the faulty behavior of that defect.
There are practical difficulties, however, in applying STs to eliminate soft faults in DRAMs. The most serious of which is related to the amount of degradation required to eliminate the soft fault problem. Since the fabrication process of integrated circuits is not a perfect one, the characteristics of functional memories represent a statistical distribution around an ideal norm, which makes it practically impossible to identify an exact border that separates functional components from faulty ones. Therefore, great care should be taken when defining the values for decisive STs in order to prevent cutting into the range of functional components. In the industry, it is commonly accepted to eliminate some functional (but weak) components in order ensure the high quality of the memories delivered to the customer [Vollrath00] .
Validation by simulation
In this section, electrical Spice-based simulations are performed on a number of memory cell defects to validate the concepts presented above.
Simulation methodology
The used electrical simulation model is a reduced designvalidation model of a real DRAM manufactured in 0.35 m technology, with one folded bit line pair (2¢2 memory cells, 2 reference cells, precharge devices and a sense amplifier), one write driver and one data output buffer. The used simulation tool is a Siemens/Infineon in-house electrical Spice-based simulator. Figure 6 shows the 7 analyzed defects: 3 opens, 2 shorts and 2 bridges. For opens within the cell (Ot, Om, Ob) and the short to GND (Sg), the net effect of leakage is considered to pull Î down toward GND. The short to Î (Sv) is considered to cause a net Î leakage toward Î . Bridges are considered to cause a net Î leakage toward the idle voltage of the aggressor node, which means that both word line bridges (Bw) and bit line bridges (Bb) pull Î high. Table 1 summarizes the simulation results. The first column lists the analyzed defects as shown in Figure 6 , the second column shows whether the defects cause soft faults or not, while the next three columns indicate whether each ST can be used as decisive STs for the analyzed defects. Table 1 shows that all simulated defects result in soft faults. The table also shows that timing can be used as a decisive ST for all analyzed defects. This is due to the strong control timing has on the maximum voltage written in the cell. This is also due to the limited impact timing has on Î × , which means that, to a large extent, timing follows the behavior symbolized in Figure 5 .
Simulation results
Temperature, on the other hand, is considered as an indecisive ST for all simulated defects. This can be attributed to the limited control temperature has on the short-term behavior of the memory in general, and on the behavior of write operations in particular. Temperature has a huge impact, though, on the long-term behavior by controlling the amount of leakage current into the cell. Therefore, temperature should mainly be used in data retention testing to validate proper functionality according to the specifications.
Voltage represents a decisive ST for some defects, but it is indecisive for others. This can be explained by the fact that voltage has large influence on both the maximum voltage of write operations and on the Î × curve. This means that voltage has a complex impact on the internal behavior of the memory, thereby making it a rather tricky ST to use and apply in testing.
Conclusions
This paper presented a new classification of DRAM faults, that identifies the new class of soft faults. It is shown that soft faults are the reason that makes stress application a necessary part of memory testing. The importance of soft faults is validated by calculating their probability for a specific defect. In addition, ways to detect soft faults in DRAMs have been presented and evaluated using a simulation-based analysis of a number of DRAM defects.
